This paper provides algorithmic options for belief revision of a database receiving an infinite stream of inputs. At stage , the database is
Background
The present paper offers an algorithmic dynamic model of revision, as part of our dynamic approach to practical reasoning. This model contains the revision algorithm as part of the logic. The methodology that an essential part of a logical system is an algorithm for the logic as well as for additional mechanisms such as abduction and revision, has been strongly put forward in [8, 9, 11] and seriously developed in [13, 14] . The idea that formal modelling of an epistemic change cannot ignore the algorithmic approach, or other computational notions, is recognized also by other active researchers in the community (see for example, Shoham and Cousins [31] ).
A major component of any practical reasoning system is the representation of the epistemic change occasioned by the addition of new information to an existing set of data . When a consistent theory receives a non-contradictory wff as input, the new theory will simply be " ! if it is consistent. A more interesting case is when the new piece of information causes inconsistency, in which case needs to be revised to a # which consistently includes . The main application area for revision theory is commonsense reasoning, which involves a current database and a sequence of different inputs % $ ' & . The seminal work in this area is due to Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson (see [15] for an extended introduction to belief revision). The AGM approach does not, however, provide specialized algorithms for revision. Moreover, no special attention (in the form of properties) is accorded to the iterated revision process. In order to choose which propositions to remove a system called epistemic entrenchment has been proposed in [17] . Intuitively, a total ordering is defined over formulas, so that less entrenched beliefs are retracted in preference to those more entrenched. The system, however, does not provide a mechanism which defines how the ordering should change after a revision takes place; nor does it indicate where the ordering itself comes from.
The postulates for epistemic change proposed by Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson had the undeniable merit of having provoked formal reflections in an area which has been active in both philosophy and artificial intelligence since the early 1980s. It should be noticed that the AGM approach cannot be applied in computational contexts, since belief sets (which are deductively closed) are too large. For this reason, belief bases have been considered instead of belief sets. We share Friedman and Halpern's view [7] that it is no longer sufficient simply to propose a new set of rational axioms for belief revision and to prove some consequences from it. Our approach attempts instead to fill the gap in AGM theory, providing a reasoned mechanism which selects the data to be removed. We suggest that, even in the simplest cases, it is hard to imagine that we can revise our knowledge set in one way only. Selection among several revision options is assigned to specific policies, some of which can be specified by the application area. Time is also encoded in our model, and the ordering among options derives in part from the history of past revisions, and partly from consideration of economic factors or the nature of the inputs (as, for example, when we receive the same input several times). This means that we need a richer structure for the set of data: and we find that Labelled Deductive Systems (LDS) theory [8] proves to be a framework in which these features can be implemented attractively, and an appropriate revision algorithm defined.
We call the algorithm which takes account of all the above components Controlled Revision ( ). One of the attractions of a Labelled Deductive Systems approach to Controlled Revision is that the labels give us a logical means of control and representation, which facilitates the development of principles of Controlled Revision with relative ease and generality. The labels have multiple roles. One is to help define the properties of the selected logic, and the second to annotate and control the iterated revision process. In particular, when data are rejected from the database, labels allow us to retrace and to retract the consequences of the data which have been just rejected and which are not otherwise supported.
Another notable feature of Controlled Revision can be seen as follows: In the literature, when " ! is inconsistent, non-tolerant approaches to inconsistency assume two main forms:
1. reject the input which causes inconsistencies (non-insistent policy); 2. maintain , identifying the subset ¢ ¡ ¤ £ such that, when rejected, the consistency is restored (insistent policy). Then
Introduction
This section explains the ideas and concepts of this paper through an example.
Imagine a police inspector investigating some serious fraud case which has made headline news. He is expected to deliver a report outlining the details of the fraud. His investigations stretch over a period of time during which he accumulates the information sequence which we denote by
. The expression ¦ ¡ $ denotes schematically the sequence and it can be the empty set or it contains the set of fixed integrity constraints (a consistent set, not to be revised). In our example,
$ "
contains some rules of commonsense knowledge the inspector needs to use in order to manage the information he collects. Let us assume the interim report is § . Of course, information arriving at time ! may be rejected as unreliable (because of inconsistency with other sources) but a new information , the inspector labels his information as follows: . We say is the starting time of the sequence, .
gives the times in which the data with these labels are active. The logic we have defined so far is a logic with only $ and ¥ . However, the mechanism of Controlled Revision that we will soon define is applicable to any logic we have that
, we say that § is the set of labels showing the inconsistency. To maintain consistency we must block all proofs indicated by these labels. This means throwing out some of these data. The labels tell us exactly how many time and in what form this data was used to derive ¥ . Also we know the history of the data. This information can be used by our revision algorithm to decide which item to reject.
To this purpose we define an option set of labels as follows: 3 2 Note that the notion of inconsistency so far discussed was that is provable with any label. Definition 3.8 allows us to refine this notion. We may consider a database inconsistent provided it proves with only certain labels but not any label; for example from active labels which have always been active, but not from active labels which have been inactive in the past! In fact we can make 
Policies for inconsistency
In the discussion at the end of the previous section, we have suggested the following outline for an algorithm. We see that we need to specify two algorithms: The selection algorithm and the reinstating algorithm. This section will give an example to illustrate some of our options for these algorithms, as well as a proposal for such algorithms. 4 It is important to emphasize that, depending on the applications, different policies can be adopted. In the following example we will show that it is often desirable to have a combination of different pure options. The first policy we want to consider is a very common principle in belief revision, namely, that new information receives the highest priority. This principle affect both selection and reinstatement algorithms. The selection must not throw away § . We call this policy option the input priority option. If we accept this policy, the record of the history of every formula gives a priority ordering on the information in the database. We will show that this gives undesirable (in the sense of arbitrary) results. . Furthermore, the problem to address is how we can select a revision over another when the criteria are all partial. We then need a way of combining all partial options in a unique algorithm. Controlled Revision can do exactly this: Take into consideration several parameters and provide a unique tool for them.
In this section we assume for simplicity to receive one input per time. We want to define a preference ordering among the different options. 
¥ ¦ )
. It is clear then that since policies such as input priority or minimal change do not receive a uniform treatment, it is not possible to decide on an ordering among the options. In our algorithm parameters, such as the persistence of a formula (how long a formula has been in the database), the number of changes +/-in the history of each formula (in other developments of the model [27] , a degree of reliability It is important to observe that this intuitive principle is not considered in the traditional approaches to revision, since they do not record the history of beliefs. 
Inputs conflicting with integrity constraints
We now discuss the case where the input is inconsistent with the integrity constraints through an example. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 Let

Resolution of the Conflict
We now propose a resolution strategy for the inconsistency arising from conflicting inputs in the above cases.
(a) When an input directly conflicts with an integrity constraint, we reject the input (it is commonly accepted that integrity constraints have the highest priority, and do not change over time), even if we have an insistent input policy. . This is an important element to evaluate what we call the persistence priority: The longer a formula has been in, the more reliable it is. In Example 4.1 we have shown that the input priority relation alone gives inconclusive results, which can be corrected by considering the whole history of a formula. . In a revision which accepts also the compromise revision (which we do not take into consideration in this general model for Controlled Revision), a further consideration would then be:
Whether
¦ is an earlier compromise.
The algorithms for
Let us suppose now that, at stage In the above example, the persistence of
contains the new input (so we can assume that, in virtue of , the algorithm rejects the set ¥ § ¡ with the lowest cardinality. 8 If two options have also the same cardinality, the algorithm would then look into the history of the data of each option and would count the number of changes +/-, keeping the option with the least number of changes. In case two or more options are equivalent, reject one of the ¥ § , 9 or use the tree-revision, which will be introduced in the next section. Summarizing:
1. When at stage Once the consistency is restored, the system updates the history labels and, finally, reinstates as many data as possible in § $ as described in the following reinstatement algorithm.
Reinstatement algorithm
Assume we have $ & 8 666&
, we call Which is the economic principle that motivates most of the postulates in AGM theory. 9 With our algorithm the arbitrary rejection of a set appears only in few cases or at the initial stages of a database. This was one of the most serious critique to TMS where, in case of inconsistency, the process of dependencydirected backtracking could not exhibit a satisfactory control in choosing the data to de-activate. Depending on the applications, the last step can be substituted with the non-insistent policy.
together with the formulas active at § ) is the node occupying the top level of the hierarchy. Underneath the root, there can be multiple children. Every child may in turn be the parent of other children, thus branching like a tree. Nodes without children are leaf nodes. No node can have more than one parent.
We have previously defined a database under revision as a sequence like , etc. Thus, if in our notation there is always one option, the sequence becomes Assume that a suspect tells you that he went to the beach for swimming and assume that you have observed that the sun was shining. Further, you firmly believe that going to the beach for swimming when the sun is shining implies a sun tan. If you then discover that the suspect is not tanned, there is an inconsistency to resolve. But do the prioritized bases approaches provide a mechanism to modify the ordering after a revision process has been run? Unfortunately, not. As noticed also in [7] , the effect of a revision operator may change over time. Friedman and Halpern also claim that a revision operator can be defined as a function only if the language is "rich enough to express relative degrees of strength in beliefs". That is something we can certainly agree on, but how can the degrees of strength in our beliefs be decided? In this example we are a detective who wants to find the person guilty of a terrible murder. The database we are considering is only a piece of information regarding one of the suspects (Mr X) and we are assessing his alibi. Labelling the data as usual: or , but we still do not know which one of these. We accept the new input, provide it with a new name and update the labels of the other formulas making explicit the options. We can think of this as three branches departing from § )
, each branch being one different option: )
After further careful searches, we are persuaded by some authoritative source that the sun was really shining the day of the murder. Since is already in the database, we do not need a new name for it. But we want to mark that we got again the same information as an input at the step of the database, so we enter into the labels. This provides a way to deal with iterated inputs of the same information . Intuitively, the repeated observation of the same fact increases the reliability of the fact itself. Also, when an inconsistency between two formulas (which have been active for the same length of time) arises, the one with more occurrences of in its history will be retained. This is called repeated input policy and is a special feature of our model. It shows also that even a "beyond controversy" [30] major problems in artificial intelligence is the aggregation of several databases, i.e., the combination of pieces of knowledge from different sources. This is a distinct issue, but related, to belief revision. In belief revision, we face the question of accepting or rejecting a new information which can contradict our knowledge base. In the case of aggregation, we want to merge information from different sources. The difference is that no one of these bases is the representation of our actual theory, but we need to fuse all the bases to obtain a unique theory (we may think of building an expert system from a group of human experts, for example). Furthermore, the final merged base is not necessarily one of the initial bases. It is not possible to define a fusion operator from a revision one without specifying how to combine the individual preferences. To collect information from different sources often results in opposite information from equally reliable sources. Our proposal is to develop an approach which, in this case, waits for more information. The next inputs will inform us on which source provides a better picture of the world, so that we can update our confidence degree on that expert. We leave further investigation of these aspects and their application areas for a future paper [12] .
